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Abstract

In this paper, we address the issue of generating language model
training data during the initial stages of dialogue system devel-
opment. The process begins with a large set of sentence tem-
plates, automatically adapted from other application domains.
We propose two methods to filter the raw data set to achieve a
desired probability distribution of the semantic content, both on
the sentence level and on the class level. The first method uti-
lizes user simulation technology, which obtains the probability
model via an interplay between a probabilistic user model and
the dialogue system. The second method synthesizes novel di-
alogue interactions by modeling after a small set of dialogues
produced by the developers during the course of system refine-
ment. We evaluated our methodology by speech recognition
performance on a set of 520 unseen utterances from naive users
interacting with a restaurant domain dialogue system.

1. Introduction
One of the major hurdles facing spoken language system de-
ployment is the problem of acquiring adequate coverage of the
possible syntactic and semantic patterns to train both the recog-
nizer and the natural language system. Such training material
typically comes in the form of an appropriate set of training ut-
terances (e.g., for the recognizer n-gram language model) rep-
resenting the distribution of typical queries within the applica-
tion domain. Such utterances are normally acquired either by
an intensive and expensive wizard-of-oz data collection effort,
or by otherwise cajoling users to interact with a usually poorly
performing early instantiation of the system. Neither of these
options is attractive, and therefore we have sought an alterna-
tive solution to this problem.

Our goal is to find a way to acquire language model train-
ing material in the absence of any in-domain real user data.
We envision that existing corpora available in one information
query application can be transformed into queries appropriate
for another application. Our approach extends the pioneering
work described in [1], where class-based language models were
trained from corpora from other domains with in-domain class
expansions. Our strategy involves substantial reconstruction of
out-of-domain utterances, followed by extensive filtering to ob-
tain a high-quality subset of the generated material. The sub-
ject of how to construct domain-specific sentences from out-of-
domain data is beyond the scope of this paper; details can be
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in [2]. In this paper, we assume the availability of over
00 queries for a restaurants information domain, system-
y induced from a large existing corpus in the flight do-
This large set of synthetic data can be used in full as a

age model, or further processed to yield language models
closely matching the new domain’s usage patterns.
his paper concerns explicitly the process of sampling from
ch over-generated corpus to form training data that would
ically reflect frequency distributions found in a corpus of
ction dialogues using the application. We report here on
istinct techniques for selecting the training corpus, user
tion and dialogue resynthesis, which can be applied in-
ally or in tandem. Both techniques borrow heavily from
le-based translation methods [3-8], viewing the utterance
g process as an English-to-English translation task.
the following sections, we first describe the example-
generation method of finding semantically related sen-
given a meaning representation. Section 3 explains how
ethod can be used to sample a corpus of sentence tem-
that would form the balanced language model for the di-

e application. Subsequent sections describe recognition
iments in a restaurant domain, followed by conclusions.

2. Example-based generation
technology in our methodology is the use of example-
generation to find semantically related sentences. This

s inspired by work done in the field of example-based
ation, which typically requires a collection of pre-existing
ation pairs and a retrieval mechanism to search the trans-
memory. Similarity can be based on parse trees [3], com-
entences [4], or words and phrases [5, 6, 7]. We have de-
d an example-based translation framework which mainly
emantic information as the similarity measure [8]. The
idea is applied here to “translate” a sentence to a semanti-
imilar sentence, though in the same language.

here are two components in this technology: a collection
exed sentences, and a retrieval mechanism to search the
d corpus. They are described in detail in the following.

eneration of indexed corpus

xample-based generation begins with the construction of
exed sentence corpus. Each candidate sentence is first
[9] to yield a meaning representation called a seman-



{c clarifier
:topic {q restaurant

:restaurant_type "restaurant"
:pred {p adj_price_range

:global 1
:topic "cheap" }

:pred {p pred_cuisine
:topic "chinese" } }

:politeness "please" }

price range: cheap
cuisine: chinese
clause: clarifi er

Figure 1: Semantic frame representation for the sentence
“Cheap Chinese restaurants please.” and corresponding de-
rived key-value representation.

{c eform
:price_range "cheap"
:cuisine "chinese"
:clause "clarifier"
:sentences
("a cheap chinese restaurant"
"a cheap restaurant that \

serves chinese food please"
"cheap chinese restaurants please"
"how about a cheap chinese restaurant"
"yes cheap chinese food"
... )}

Figure 2: Example of a group of sentences with the same key-
value index.

tic frame, which encodes the hierarchy of semantic and syn-
tactic structure of the sentence. Then, a set of trivial generation
rules [10] are created to extract very lean semantic and syntactic
information from the semantic frame as key-value (KV) pairs,
which can then be used as an index for that sentence.

We will illustrate this process here with an example. Given
a sentence “Cheap Chinese restaurants please.” the parser will
produce a semantic frame as shown at the top of Figure 1. The
language generation system transforms this representation into
a simple key-value encoding, as shown in the figure, which is
then used to index the original input. To improve efficiency, all
sentences with the same set of key-value pairs (ignoring order)
are grouped together in the indexed corpus. Figure 2 shows a
typical group of such indexed sentences.

2.2. Retrieval mechanism

The basic function of the retrieval mechanism is to find a can-
didate sentence whose KV-index matches the input KV speci-
fication. To allow certain flexibility in matching the key-value
pairs, keys are differentiated into several categories, depending
on whether they are optional or obligatory, and whether they
require matching on the key-only level or the key-value level.
These are specified in a header file in the indexed corpus, to al-
low a developer to flexibly modify the matching strategy. Each
obligatory key in the input KV specification has to be accounted
for in the matching process, while optional keys in the input
can be ignored to avoid a matching failure (but will be preferred
otherwise). If more than one group of sentences is retrieved, the
selection pool includes all the groups.

We will illustrate the retrieval process with an example to
highlight some of the distinctions in the different key types.
Assume we want to retrieve from the indexed corpus a sen-
tence similar to “Do you know of any inexpensive french restau-
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llowing key-value pairs:

price range: inexpensive
cuisine: french
clause: verify

uppose the corpus contains only the example shown in
2, with price range and cuisine as obligatory

equired to match on the key level, while clause is an
al key required to match on the key-value level. If the
is configured to take the values of the retrieved sentence,

tput could simply be “cheap chinese restaurants please,”
s cheap chinese food.” If instead, the system is configured
stitute the values in the input KV, those two outputs would
expensive french restaurant please, ” and “yes inexpen-

rench food,” respectively. If the clause were specified
obligatory key matching on the key-value level, then the
would fail to generate any output. For an input such as

h restaurants,” (cuisine: french clause: clarifier),
arch would also fail because of the extra obligatory key,
e range, in the candidates’ KV index.

3. Methodology
section, we describe how the example-based generation
logy is used to reshape the raw data. Our approach as-
the existence of a large number of synthetic sentences

c to the application domain. The details of how to ob-
ch sentences can be found in [2]. Figure 3 shows some
le patterns of synthesized sentences for the restaurant in-

tion domain.

, how about in <NEIGHBORHOOD>?
at is the address of <RESTAURANT_NAME>?
en do they open?
e there any <CUISINE> restaurants on
TREET> in <NEIGHBORHOOD> in <CITY>?

3: Examples of synthetic sentence patterns in
estaurants domain. Classes such as <CITY> and
TAURANT NAME> are instantiated with all legitimate
e values.

he set of induced synthetic sentence patterns aims to cover
mbinations of variations in both syntactic constructs and
tic content. However, it does not necessarily represent an

priate distribution in terms of either syntax or semantics.
ample, it is likely that, in real dialogues, sentence 4 in
3 would be much less likely to occur than sentences 1-

e could, in principle, assign weights to different patterns
ect their likelihoods; however, it is difficult to establish

the values of the weights should be. The raw data also do
ve any support for within-class distributions for contents

as cuisine. A practical solution is to assume a uniform
-class distribution, but this can lead to a high degree of

sion, particularly for large classes (e.g., street names).
e propose two methods to address these issues. The first
d is designed for the scenario in which there is no “real”
vailable for adaptation, which is typically the case before
stem has actually been deployed. Our strategy then is to
user simulation [11] to filter the raw data, with the goal

ieving a more refined distribution in the semantic content,
n the sentence level and on the class level.
he second method assumes that there is a small amount
elopment data available, which can be hypothesized to



represent typical user behavior. Such utterances can be used as
templates to induce other similar utterances, in order to expand
the richness of the development corpus in a systematic way. The
resulting data are able to extend the linguistic coverage of the
development data, while maintaining a similar dialogue-level
and sentence-level semantic content distribution.

3.1. Filtering via user simulation

succeeded?
lookup

Generation
Formal Generation

Rules

User
Model

Example−based
Generation

Y

N

User Simulator
System Response

User
Query

Sentence
Corpus

KV−IndexedDialogue
System

Figure 4: The process of generating language model training
data via user simulation. Note: KV = key-value.

Figure 4 summarizes the process of filtering the raw data
set through dialogue simulation. The raw sentences are first
preprocessed into an indexed corpus based on the syntactic and
semantic information in each sentence, encoded as KV pairs. A
small portion of such a corpus was illustrated in Figure 2. Dur-
ing simulation, given a response from the dialogue system, the
user simulator will generate a query, in the form of KV pairs.
The KV information is used to retrieve an appropriate template
from the indexed corpus, with classes in the template substi-
tuted by values specified in the simulator’s KV string. The re-
sulting surface string is sent to the dialogue system to push the
dialogue interaction forward. In the case of a retrieval failure,
perhaps due to gaps in the raw data coverage, a formal genera-
tion method [2, 10] can be invoked as a backup mechanism to
provide a well-formed query.

A large collection of user queries can be harvested from
repeated simulation runs, utilizing a probabilistic model of user
behavior. Their semantic content distribution is a result of the
complex interactions of different aspects of the user model, as
well as the strategies of the dialogue system.

3.2. Dialogue resynthesis

String
KV

Frame
Semantic

English
Grammar Generation

KV

Rules

KV−indexed
Sentence
Corpus

Output
New

Data
Development

Parser Generator Example
Retriever

Figure 5: The process of synthesizing new dialogues by trans-
forming development data. Note: KV = key-value.

If some set of development data exists, it becomes appeal-
ing to consider using it as a guide in sub-selecting from a large
corpus of synthetic data. Figure 5 describes the process of trans-
forming such data into new dialogues via example-based gener-
ation. The development corpus is parsed utterance by utterance
and transformed into a KV representation using the same tech-
niques that were used to create the KV-indexed corpus. During
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6: Illustration of configurations for experimental systems
scribed in the text.

al, the keys in the retrieved sentence template can either
stituted with values drawn from the development utter-

or left unaltered from their original values in the synthetic
s. This allows us to experiment with combining probabil-
tributions from different data sources. Specifically, in the
ode, substituting attribute values from the development

to the synthetic will result in a within-class distribution
r to the development data. On the other hand, in the sec-
ode, preserving attribute values of the synthetic data will
in a within-class distribution sampled from the input syn-
data.

4. Experiments
mpared the quality of various sets of language model data
eech recognition performance on a set of test data col-
from naive users, who were asked to interact with the

rant information system via telephone. No specific in-
ions were provided to the subjects other than a brief in-
tion to the basic system capability. We excluded record-
hich did not contain any speech, but the evaluation data
es utterances with out-of-vocabulary words as well as ar-
such as noise, laughter, etc. The test set consists of 520

nces collected from 72 phone calls. The data were tran-
d manually to provide reference transcripts.
uring the course of system development, we have also col-
over 3000 sentences from developers interacting with the
, either via a typed interface or in spoken mode. This
developer/expert data is probably not representative of

ata from naive users. Nevertheless, they are of high qual-
th in terms of the syntactic constructs and the semantic
t of the queries. These data can thus serve both as a

mark against which to reference our synthetic corpus per-
nce and as templates from which to guide a subselection
ss.
e conducted a number of recognition experiments, as il-

ted in Figure 6. These experiments progress through in-
ngly sophisticated techniques for exploiting the simula-
nd developer data, generally reflected in improvements in
nition results. Systems I and II correspond to the condition
only synthetic sentences are available for language model
g. System I is trained using all the original synthetic data,
totals over 130,000 utterances, and attempts to cover all

inatoric variations in sentence patterns and class values.
II is trained using a set of over 12,500 synthetic utter-

obtained by the simulation process described in Figure 4.
ystem III is a benchmark system based only on the devel-
ata. For systems IV and V, the simulation data are used to

alize utterances drawn from the developer data, in an at-
to broaden its coverage of general language usage, while
aintaining a similar mixture of semantic contents. In other
, we use the developer data as a user model to generate
r but novel dialogues from the synthetic data, following



System I II III IV V Oracle
WER 30.7 22.0 19.1 18.3 17.9 12.2

Table 1: Word error rates (WER) for different experimental con-
ditions. See Figure 6 and text for details of each system config-
uration.

the techniques of Figure 5. The two systems differ only in the
way the example sentences are generated: in System IV, the sen-
tence templates are retrieved from the example corpus, but the
class values are inherited from the developer data; in System V,
the entire sentence is retrieved without modification. Thus, Sys-
tem IV has more-or-less inherited the within-class distribution
of the developer data, while System V samples the within-class
distribution of the simulation data. Two runs were conducted in
each configuration, and the resulting data were combined with
the developer data in training the language model.

The recognizer configuration was kept exactly the same for
all experiments, except for the language model training data.
The recognizer uses class n-gram models, with vocabulary and
classes automatically generated from the grammar used for
parsing, utilizing techniques described in [12]. In the deployed
system, the recognizer utilizes a dynamic class for the restaurant
names, which is adjusted based on dialogue context [13]. How-
ever, for the off-line experiments conducted here, we configured
a static version of the recognizer which uniformly supported
all the known restaurant names in our database. The vocabu-
lary size is about 2500 words, with 1100 of these words being
unique restaurant names. The acoustic models are trained on
about 120,000 utterances previously collected from telephone
conversations in the weather and flight information domains.

5. Results and discussion
Our experimental results are summarized in Table 1 in terms
of word error rate. We expect that the resulting data from user
simulation runs are much more refined than the original data
set, both in terms of the semantic content of the sentences (i.e.,
different types of queries) as well as the probability distribu-
tion of the within-class values (e.g., cuisine types, neighbor-
hood names, etc.). This is verified by the experimental results:
the word error rate dropped from 30.7% for System I to 22.0%
for System II, a 28.3% reduction in error.

System III, which uses only the developer data in language
model training, achieved a word error rate of 19.1%, suggesting
that the developer data provides a closer model to real user in-
teraction than the approximation modeled by the user simulator.

As indicated in Table 1, both systems IV and V achieve
small improvements over the developer-data only system, with
larger gains achieved by System V. This seems to suggest that
the within-class distribution contributed by the simulation data
enhances that of the developer data. We performed a matched
pairs segment word error test as described in [14] to examine
whether the small improvements in word error rate reduction
are statistically significant. While we found that the improve-
ment of System IV over the developer-data only system is not
statistically significant, the improvement of System V over Sys-
tem III is significant (significance level 0.03).

An “oracle” condition, in which the language model is
trained using only transcriptions of test data, yielded a word er-
ror rate of 12.2%. This represents a lower bound of word error
rate achievable via language model manipulations for this test
set. Hence, any further improvement by using more and better
language model data sources is likely to be (well) under 5.7%
absolute reduction over our best performing non-oracle system.
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6. Conclusions
other work on spoken language modeling has focused

ploiting out-of-domain data via interpolation or adapta-
1, 15, 16], this paper approaches the problem by filter-
nthetic domain-dependent data (generated from out-of-

in sources) to achieve a desired frequency distribution of
mantic content, both on the sentence level and on the class
Our recognition results have shown that a partial match to
-appropriate semantic content distribution can be achieved
er simulations. Furthermore, limited development data, if
ble, can be exploited to improve the selection process.
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